For strong interaction two new fermion mass units 105.32 MeV and 11450 MeV are assumed. Existence of "Integral charge quark bosons", "Integral charge effective quark fermions", "Integral charge (effective) quark fermi-gluons" and "Integral charge quark boso-gluons" are assumed and their masses are estimated. It is noticed that, characteristic nuclear charged fermion is Xs · 105.32 = 938.8 MeV and corresponding charged boson is Xs(105.32/x) = 415.0 where Xs = 8.914 is the inverse of the strong coupling constant and x = 2.26234 is a new number using "super symmetry" which can be seen in "strong and weak" interactions. 11450 MeV fermion and its boson of mass = 11450/x = 5060 MeV plays a crucial role in "sub quark physics" and "weak interaction". 938.8 MeV strong fermion seems to be the proton. 415 MeV strong boson seems to be the mother of the presently believed 493,496 and 547 MeV etc, strange mesons. With 11450 MeV fermion "effective quark-fermi-gluons" and with 5060 MeV boson "quark boso-gluon masses" are estimated. "Effective quark fermi-gluons" plays a crucial role in ground state charged baryons mass generation. Light quark bosons couple with these charged baryons to form doublets and triplets. "Quark boso-gluons" plays a crucial role in ground state neutral and charged mesons mass generation. Fine and superfine rotational levels can be given by [I or (I/2)] power(1/4) and [I or (I/2)] power(1/12) respectively. Here, I = n(n + 1) and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
Introduction
In the paper, 1 authors introduced 2 new numbers for fitting the lepton masses and nuclear masses or binding energy. Lepton mass generator is given by, This is very close to the magnetic moment of proton. In this way the "sign difference" of nucleon magnetic moments can be understood. Role of fermi-gluon masses 1975 and 2399 MeV in baryons mass generation has to be analyzed.
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Magnetic moments of Neutron and Proton
Integral Charge "Quark Effective Fermions", "Quark Bosons" and "Quark Gluons"
Integral charge (±e) "quark fermions and quark bosons" are assumed. Mass of quark boson is assumed as, mass of quark fermion
It is assumed that, up quark can have a corresponding up boson, down quark can have a corresponding down boson and so on. Can we call these bosons as up boson, down boson etc? Not only that, these bosons sometimes transform into corresponding massive charged quark boso-gluons which couple together to form neutral ground state mesons. Can we call these gluons as up gluon, down gluon etc? The twist is that,
gives the "effective quark fermion mass" = Q fe . Here, Φ ∼ = 1 log e (6) ∼ = 0.55798 is a number. For the boson its corresponding boso-gluon mass is assumed as,
Similarly for the "effective quark fermion" its corresponding "fermi-gluon mass" is given by
These two ideas are applied to quark fermions and assumed "quark interacting bosons". Here the interesting idea is that, these are having integral charges but not fractional charges. For baryons, role of quark fermions is taken up by the new
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"effective quark Fermi-gluons". Light quark bosons couple with ground or excited state quark fermi-gluons (pairs or in any number) to form baryon rest masses. For mesons, 6 massive "quark boso-gluons" takes the role. Light quark bosons couple with ground or excited state quark boso-gluons (pairs or in any number) to form charged and neutral meson rest masses.
Up and Down Quark Series
Mass ratio of down and up quarks is αX E , and mass ratio of up quark fermion and electron is exp(αX E ).
It is assumed that up, strange and bottom quarks are in geometric series.
5
USB geometric ratio can be given as,
It is also assumed that, down, charm and top quarks are in geometric series. Ratio of down and up series geometric ratios is 4. If so, DCT geometric ratio can be given as,
It is observed that, (r U + 1)/4 ∼ = 8.9158 ∼ = X S = Strong interaction mass generator .
Obtained quark fermions, effective quark fermions, fermi-gluons, quark bosons and boso-gluon masses are given in Table 1 . Surprisingly it is noticed that, ( 
Fine Rotational Levels
From quantum mechanics, quantized angular momentum is given by, n(n + 1) · h where n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Some how if ( ) goes under a "square root" like the Planck
G as a ground state energy level, in a heuristic way, its massive excited levels are given by, 
Note: subscript fe: effective-fermion, fg: fermi-gluon, b: boson and bg: boso-gluon.
Here, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . and I = n(n + 1). Keeping this idea in view, it is assumed that, "If m 0 is the rest mass of a particle, then its massive excited levels are given by,
and each excited state can be seen as a new massive particle". The most surprising observation is that, in particle physics, excited massive states are following two types of discrete levels. They are
Presently understood Regge trajectory of some of the baryons, mesons are fitted in this way. These levels can be called as fine rotational levels.
Super Fine Rotational Levels
It is assumed that, quark gluon mass = [5061
MeV. From this expression, by considering the fine rotational levels of quark bosons, excited massive states of quark gluons are given by, Quark gluon mass ∝ [(n(n + 1))
i.e., excited massive states of gluons follows [n(n + 1)] 
Mass Generation of Ground State Baryons
Quark fermi-gluons takes a crucial role in baryons mass generation. 6 If these quark fermi-gluons couples with one or two or more light quark bosons, then charged or neutral state baryons can be obtained. Doublets or triplets can be obtained in this way.
Type 1 charged baryons are given by, (Q
Type 2 charged baryons are given by, (
Type 3 charged baryons are given by,
Where, Q fg1 , Q fg2 , Q fg3 are any three quark fermi-gluons. This idea has to be critically analyzed at fundamental level. These expressions indicates that, it is not the physical coupling of quark fermi-gluons.
Type 1, Type 2 ground state baryon masses
This proposal gives very accurate masses. Excited levels are given by [(I) or ( 12 · ground-state-mass where I = n(n + 1) and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . These levels can be called as super fine rotational levels and each level can be seen as a new particle. This cubic root idea can easily be applied to heavy quark fermigluons. Interpretation is very easy. Presently believed "Penta quarks" are different combinations of heavy and small integral charge quark fermi-gluons!! If this idea is true, top baryons can be observed at ground state mass ranges from 2 to 16 GeV. Excited levels are given by [(I) or ( · ground-state-mass where I = n(n + 1) and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . These levels can be called as fine or super fine rotational levels and each level can be seen as a new particle. Classification scheme of baryons can be studied in this way also. Please see Tables 2-5.
Type 3 ground state baryon masses
(1) (U fg · D fg ) 1 2 = 779 MeV (2) (S fg · U fg ) 1 2 = 1237 MeV (3) (S fg · D fg ) 1 2 = 1406 MeV (4) (C fg · U fg ) 1 2 = 1772 MeV (5) (C fg · D fg ) 1 2 = 2013 MeV (6) (C fg · S fg ) 1 2 = 3199 MeV (7) (B fg · U fg ) 1 2 = 2234 MeV (8) (B fg · D fg ) 1 2 = 2539 MeV (9) (B fg · S fg ) 1 2 = 4035 MeV (10) (B fg · C fg )
About the baryons charge-mass spectrum
If charge of these states is ±e, and somehow if these states couple with any one quark boson, then neutral or ±2e states can be obtained. Somehow if these states couple with two or more quark bosons, then ±e or neutral or rare ± 3(e) states can be obtained. Generally up and down bosons participates in this mechanism. Some times strange boson can also participate in this mechanism. This is true in mesonic mass spectrum.
The most important idea is that "light quark bosons" couple with these charged states to form doublets and triplets. This is the central idea of this paper. This idea is very similar to "absorption of photons by the electron". This "cubic root" idea can be easily extended to other heavy baryons. Prediction and interpretation is very easy. Tables 6-9 at column 5.
Proton, neutron mass generation and heavy baryons
It is also noticed that super fine levels at I/2 = 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55 of (bottom fermi-gluon · charm fermi-gluon · strange fermi-gluon) Table 10 . In this way charged and neutral light and strange meson rest masses are fitted/predicted. Not only that, accuracy is also very good. This data confirms the existence of 415 MeV boson. Not only that, there is something odd in the present quark fermion physics and the strange meson classification scheme.
Baryons having fine rotational levels
Baryons having super fine rotational levels
Charged PI-meson and fine levels of (417)
•
Light neutral mesons
It is observed that, boson ( 
Strange neutral mesons
It is observed that, gluon(1200) + gluon(368) = 1568 MeV gluon(1200) + gluon(475) = 1675 MeV and gluon(1200) + gluon(1200) = 2400 MeV. Super fine levels of these can be compared with experimental data. 
Super fine levels of (1718)
Removing 3 up bosons from this state, (1718)
By adding or removing the up bosons a fine "charge-mass spectrum" can be obtained. At I = 2 supper fine level, (1820) ± is obtained and (1820)
This data clearly indicates that, authors ideas are correct.
Recently discovered mesons
At We can have five types of bottom family mesons. Super-fine levels can be compared with some of the observed bottom family mesons. Please see Tables 13-16 for BU, BD, BS and BB mesons respectively. We can have six types of top family mesons. Super-fine levels of top family mesons has to be estimated. This data indicates that, even though top fermion mass is high, top boso-gluon mass is small (12728 MeV) and ground state top meson masses ranges from 13 GeV to 26 GeV! If these states are experimentally found, proposed "integral charge quark boso-gluon concepts" can be confirmed. Please see Tables 17  and 18 . 
